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Held alongside China’s leading medical device manufacturing technology exhibition, MEDTEC China, RapidWorld is the exhibition for suppliers of technology designed to enhance rapid product development and reduce time to market. The event will target key customers from the rapidly growing Chinese manufacturing sector, as well as from China’s medical device manufacturers.

Taking place on an annual basis, RapidWorld will attract everyone involved in industrial concept, design, manufacturing and specification.

**Key Exhibitor Technology**
- Rapid Prototyping and Manufacturing Technology
- Additive Manufacturing
- Digitising and Scanning Technology
- Materials
- Inspection
- CAD / CAE / CAM Software
- Outsourcing and Product Design

**Target Visitors By Job Function**
- Technical Directors
- Prototype / Development
- Production Management
- Purchasing
- Corporate Management
- Sub-Contractors
- Research and Development
- Design Directors

Strategic co-location with MEDTEC China ensures an audience of highly qualified key design and manufacturing professionals

MEDTEC China has developed over the last five years into Asia’s key event for the medical device technology industry. Each year it attracts over 5,000 design and manufacturing professionals, engineers and management from medical device manufacturers based not only in China, but the US, Europe, Asia and Japan.

Being an industry where products are predominately high-quality, low production run or custom devices, the medical device industry is critically interested in reducing time-to-market and implementing additive manufacturing and rapid technology.

The co-location of RapidWorld Asia and MEDTEC China will offer exhibitors the opportunity of meeting face-to-face, thousands of potential customers from medical device manufacturers in Asia, providing a fabulous opportunity for companies wanting to break into the lucrative Asian marketplace.

For companies thinking of exhibiting at RapidWorld Asia who wish to know about the co-located MEDTEC China, a trip to [www.medtecchina.com](http://www.medtecchina.com) will provide all the information they need on this outstanding exhibition and conference.

“THE MEDICAL DEVICE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IS CRITICALLY INTERESTED IN REDUCING TIME TO MARKET AND IN HIGH PRECISION MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES FOR LOW PRODUCTION RUNS.”
Promoted Throughout China and Beyond

RapidWorld will be extensively promoted throughout the industrial media of China and Asia. Objet, one of the world’s leading RP and RM companies, has become the first company in presenting her 3D printing techniques in our MEDTEC China show in 2009 and reported gaining remarkable attention which is way beyond the company’s expectation.

“MEDTEC China is a high quality trade show in the medical devices field, and we believe that RapidWorld would be a gateway for Objet’s unique PROJET Technology entering China’s medical market.”

Icy Shieh, Objet Geometries, The Innovation Leader in 3-D Printing

Two Simple Ways to Exhibit

**Raw Space**

Simply rent floor space only and have your own stand builder create an individual stand for you. Available on stands of 9m² and above.

**Shell Plus Package**

A ready-made stand. Just arrive with samples and graphic panels and exhibit. Available on stands between 9m² and 27m².

www.rapidworldasia.com
About The Organiser

Through its offices in Hong Kong, Frankfurt, Los Angeles, London, Paris, and Tokyo, Canon Communications owns and organises 55 exhibitions worldwide for the advanced manufacturing industry.

Canon exhibitions around the globe annually connect 150,000 design and manufacturing professionals with 6,000 suppliers to a range of advanced manufacturing and process industries. The range of events are supported and promoted by Canon’s own printed and digital media publications which are read by more than 300,000 technical managers and engineers worldwide.

Contact:

Canon Communications
Suite 2203-2206
Level 22, Office Tower
Langham Place, 8 Argyle Street
Mongkok
Kowloon
Hong Kong

Tel: +86 21 6135 7160 / +852 2186 6939
Email: keith.tsui@cancom.com